Aspen Solutions
A Sure Bet:
Implementing High Availability Internet
TECHNICAL NOTE

Application Availability
and Intelligent Traffic
Management

Internet access is now mission-critical for many enterprises. Yet, the unpredictable
nature of Internet bandwidth can put important applications at risk, such as:
• VoIP and IP PBX applications for inter-office 4-digit dialing in Internet Telephony
• Internet or MPLS/Internet services for branch office virtual private networks (IPSEC
VPN connecting branch offices to Headquarters)
• Internet based VPN links for remote access by mobile work force or small sales
offices
These and other Internet applications can and do fail due to (a) security related attacks
(b) unpredictable traffic flows and (c) access element failures. These failures are known
to occur within the Internet access infrastructure – which is partly controlled by service
providers (routers, links, etc) and partly controlled by enterprises (premises routers,
firewalls, servers, on-site power, etc).
Here are some examples:
• Large file transfers that take place at the same time and on the same link as a VoIP
call – the voice application usually breaks down
• Internet distributed denial of service attacks (DDOS attacks) that cause an Internet
link, connected firewall, router or server to become unusable – reported major
incidents have been growing at over 56% year-over-year [1]
• Failure of ISP edge routers [2]
• “Microburst” outages on the Internet that last anywhere from 3 minutes to 20 minutes – during which existing Voice over Internet connections as well as TCP sessions break. [2]
This list of failure points is not exhaustive. But they are well documented and known to
IT managers tasked with building today’s converged voice and data networks. According to an RHK 2003 study [2] of three large ISPs in North America, an average of 13
unscheduled outages per month occurred at different locations per ISP, resulting in
failures that lasted over 30 minutes. That same study concluded: Enterprise networks
must begin to build redundancy at the Internet edge to insure against service outages
(major disruptions, scheduled outages and ‘micro bursts’).
By comparison, the traditional phone network has been so reliable that it fails on average for less than 98 seconds per YEAR. For converged networks with VoIP and data
running at the same time, redundancy is a must have – as IT managers strive to achieve
the same levels of reliability phone users have come to expect.
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Routers are Necessary
but Not Sufficient

IP routers are designed to find the best path to reach an IP address. If the path “fails” –
they usually can find an alternate path. They do this job very well and are an essential
component in any redundancy scheme at the enterprise edge.
However, in keeping Internet applications up and running – routers alone are not sufficient. Consider the following cases:
• For inbound hosted server traffic (mail, web, SSL VPN) via multiple ISPs, the use
of the older BGP router solution is not satisfactory as the time to recover from
failure is usually between 3 to 15 minutes, and most existing sessions will break
anyway
• If a voice over Internet call collides with a number of large file transfers on the
same ISP link, the voice application degrades and fails. Routers by their very nature are not able to detect this condition.
• Bandwidth on a 1.5 Mbps ISP link may degrade to 300 kbps of usable bandwidth
(either due to an Internet malicious attack, or signal instability on certain types of
links). Yet IP routers will continue to see the link as “up,” and continue to route
ALL traffic to a given IP address down that same link – leading to a massive
network slowdown.
The common problem with a router-type solution is that all traffic is routed based on a
network IP address – and hence all applications going to that IP address follow the
same path, even when multiple ISP paths are available.
The root problem with routers is lack of application-awareness. Fortunately this can be
solved by an overlay solution that involves an application switch that is aware of multiple ISPs. The remaining sections of this paper articulate how redundancy at the Internet
edge can be designed and controlled using Aspen Networks solution.

Aspen 365 Controllers –
A Better Approach

Fig 1(a) Inbound and Outbound

Fig 1(b) Site to Site

Aspen 365 network controllers are purpose-built to support a Redundant Array of Internet
Links (RAIL). They are aware of multiple ISP links and their static and dynamic characteristics. And, Aspen 365 controllers are able to match the “best available ISP path”
for any given application – on a continuous basis. The diagrams above depict the 3
major flow classes, Outbound Traffic, Inbound Traffic (Fig 1a), and Site-to-Site traffic
(Fig 1b) and where Aspen fits into the overall network.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

Example Application 1:
Automated Failure
Handling

Fig 1(a) illustrates what many smart companies are now implementing – truly fault
tolerant and “no single point of failure” network designs.
It is not enough to have redundant ISP connections. Today, fixed wireless and WiMAX
ISP options allow T1/E1 and DSL based ISPs to be supplemented by wireless ISPs,
sometimes referred to as WISPs. In the event of earthquakes or other disasters that can
affect copper based central offices, a second or third ISP based on wireless is essential
in business continuity planning. Additionally, a WISP also may offer more higher bandwidth options and faster provisioning times.
Once redundant links are in place, an automated means of detecting various failure
modes and recovering from them is sorely needed. IT and network personnel are not
always available to manually restore connections to a backup link.
Aspen’s automatic detection of various failure modes in ISP access links differentiates
our solution from all other approaches. It not just a matter of sending periodic ping
traffic and observing if it fails. Aspen 365 controllers implement a sophisticated set of
application traffic probes – any traffic we send out mimics the natural traffic in the
network, traffic that ISPs will never block (ISPs some times will block ping traffic).
Aspen’s patent pending detection algorithms can detect failures rapidly by simply using the natural application traffic in a network, and by implementing fine grained application-based measurements using a separate Control and Measurement Processor.
Another benefit of our approach is also that slow downs due to a bandwidth degrade or
an Internet attack are also detected and automatically corrected by moving traffic to
better-performing ISP links.

Example Application 2:
Load Sharing of
Applications

The Aspen 365 controller performs real time measurements of ISP path metrics (such
as hop-counts, round trip times, available bit rate in each direction) and can be programmed to automatically load share application traffic on all ISP links.
For example, in the case of web traffic, the fastest link is always used for any specific
destination – which could be Yahoo or Google or a hosted application such as
Salesforce.com. Different ISPs will have faster or slower routes to each of these web
sites. The Aspen 365 controller will always choose the fastest one – unless over-ridden
by user specified policies.
In Fig 1(b) the application traffic from the branch office to the HQ can be load shared
over the different VPN tunnel paths, if the traffic is sufficiently heavy, or if there is a
mix of voice and data applications. This can work even if only one tunnel end-point
exists at each side, homed to the ISP that handed out the IP address for the tunnel. The
Aspen 365 controller automatically works out alternate tunnel pathways based on any
number of additional ISP links that the enterprise may choose to add at each branch of
HQ site.
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Example Application 3:
Inbound Traffic
Management

Referring to Fig 1c, the Aspen 365 controller can load balance the inbound server
traffic over multiple ISP links and also fail over traffic to a surviving link if any ISP
link goes down. Many enterprise servers are now web enabled (e.g. SSL VPN servers).
Our solution involves clever and seamless use of the Internet Domain Name System, or
DNS. Unlike some other solutions that use a DNS approach, it is not required for the
Aspen controller to become either a primary or secondary DNS server. Instead a transparent DNS cache approach is employed, and in this, our solution is unique. The benefits are (a) more control and predictable behavior of what matters, in this case, Internet
traffic management (b) DNS can be managed independently and in its own degree of
freedom – using a combination of hosted and 3rd party managed DNS services if needed.

Example Application 4:
Internet Attack
Recovery

Going a step further (See Fig 1d), the Aspen 365 controller also has a protection against
common attacks by inbound traffic against internal servers and firewalls. This “attack
protect” feature basically accepts as a premise that often a server or firewall will come
under attack, or be hacked, and fail. Firewall failures under such attack are particularly
pernicious; all systems behind that firewall now become inaccessible over the Internet.
The ability to recover is critical. By maintaining a redundant firewall, in parallel, and
having a backup web server behind the redundant firewall, Aspen’s 365-HQ controller
detects server application failures, and re-routes application traffic to the back up server.

By intelligently learning and storing DNS records, we are able to selectively leak this
DNS information in a very controlled way, which provides greater security for the
enterprise. For example, a site could have 4 ISP links, each provided with a small block
of IP addresses, and it could choose to “hide” 2 of these blocks (ISP 3 and 4 in Fig 1c)
from the general Internet, while exposing the other 2 only. Since most security attacks
are DNS name based, this approach holds much promise in improving security and the
ability to stay available during Internet attacks.
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Example Application 5:
Site to Site IP
Telephony

Aspen’s voice-over-Internet application failure detection and recovery is fast enough
that existing voice connections, or new connection attempts, do not break whenever an
Internet access failure happens.
End users can specify policies for distributing branch office applications over multiple
paths in the case of site-to-site VoIP traffic. In the example, London to San Francisco
telephony is based on 4-digit dialing via the IP PBX. Using Aspen 365 controllers,
when voice traffic is active (which is not all the time) all data traffic is moved away
from the preferred voice links (Sprint in Fig 2). When the voice activity ceases, the
Aspen 365 controllers will automatically re-distribute data applications over all available ISP paths.
This actually enables the best of both worlds. Companies using VoIP can pay extra for
premium services from 1 provider (Sprint in Fig 2) – while using a second provider as
a backup for the voice application. Under normal circumstances, the VoIP traffic is
placed on the premium link. Fig 2 illustrates smart traffic management with 3 ISP
links. If the Sprint link were to fail, there are still 2 ISP links remaining, and the Aspen
365 controller will again separate voice and data traffic over the remaining 2 links
when they are concurrently active.

Fig 2 Voice and Data “Preferred ISP” Policies
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Example Application 6:
ISP Performance
Measurements and
Reports

Fig 3 Service Provider Measurements
Aspen Networks also operates a set of fault tolerant Beacon Servers that provide detailed measurements of ISP access cloud performance and behavior. These communicate with Aspen 365 controllers using our proprietary and secure Switch-to-Beacon
Protocol.
Metrics such as throughput, data loss, jitter, out-of-sequence packet events - are reported and archived on the Aspen 365 controller.
The Aspen Beacon Service allows enforcement of ISP Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
In conjunction with an Aspen switch, switching out a non-performing provider while
switching in a new one is a seamless and painless operation – as easy as point-andclick.
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Example Application 7:
Application Traffic
Overload

Aspen controllers also enable a better balance between performance, cost and risk – as
described in the following application case.
Consider an enterprise that has so much traffic on its single T1 link – lots of web users,
hosted web and file transfer traffic, as well as inter-branch traffic. The user population
grows, and the T1 ISP link starts to slow down. A typical first reaction is to go out and
buy more bandwidth from the incumbent Internet service provider – such as a fractional T3/E3 replacement for the T1.
We would argue that a better approach would be to diversify suppliers by using a second ISP to offload selective applications – such as Web browser and streaming video
traffic. Performance is greatly improved by adding 1 or more additional ISP links that
provide business ADSL service. Note that web browser traffic, being highly asymmetrical in its upload and download demands, is perfectly matched to an inexpensive
$80 per month business class ADSL link with at least 300 kbps upstream and 1.2 Mbps
downstream (see Table 1 below for a sample of what is available in parts of North
America). Note that this approach also has the benefit of saving significantly on bandwidth costs when compared to a fractional T3 or bonded T1 service.

Table 1: Policy Based Application Offload
For larger organizations with hundreds of staff, a pool of 3 or more ADSL ISP links can
be managed for the purpose of web traffic offload. With Aspen’s 365-HQ controller for
example, a maximum of 8 ISP links can be managed and controlled at a single point.
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SALIENT FEATURES OF THE ASPEN 365 TECHNOLOGY

Purpose-Built for ISP
aware Application
Switching

Non-BGP Multi-homing
Overlay

Aspen’s 365 controllers are purpose built for enterprise networks that wish to control
multiple (2, 3, 4 or more) Internet Service Provider (ISP) access links at a single point.
We designed our controller to optimize the use of all these links in a coherent fashion;
users can express policies and control at that single point. Some key design assumptions we made and fulfilled are:
1.

Easy Fit into Existing Networks. No matter how complex the enterprise local
network and the applications running on it, the customer should enjoy a riskfree install experience. Plug-and-play interoperability with existing best-ofbreed firewalls, third-party VPN routers, and other Internet edge equipment is
required.

2.

ISP Aware Application Switching. Such a controller must complement existing routers by being (a) application aware, and (b) aware of each of the multiple ISP links and their individual characteristics.

3.

Handle all Types of Flows. A single controller should be able to manage all
three major classes of Internet application – inbound, outbound and site-tosite branch-office

4.

Controller must not be Point of Failure. Since the key focus of our controller
is high availability of Internet applications, steps must be taken to ensure that
the controller itself has high availability in the face of a very hostile Internet
environment

5.

IP Address Conservation. Since IP version 4 addresses are scarce the controller itself should not consume a public IP address.

6.

Continuous ISP Measurements. The controller must be able to perform complex ISP measurements in real time while it is also forwarding traffic – in
order to best match application traffic to ISP path.

Using the Aspen controller, there is no requirement to operate the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP), neither is there a requirement to have a separate router connected that
operates BGP. The enterprise is also not required to apply for and obtain a unique
Internet Autonomous System number (AS number) that is typically associated with the
operation of BGP.
On the other hand, the Aspen controller fits seamlessly into environments where existing routers operate BGP, OSPF, other routing protocols or simple static routes.
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Ethernet Switch
“Personality”

Much of the secret to accomplishing all this is the ability to perform application-aware
switching while maintaining an Ethernet switch personality throughout. Configured
applications are switched at the application layer by our software; any application or
protocol traffic not explicitly configured, IP or non-IP, is still bridged through.
For example, in Fig 4 below, outbound email and web traffic can be application-switched,
while inbound traffic is Layer 2 Ethernet switched.

Fig 4: Switch Personality allows BGP offload or migration
Or, in another example, as in Fig 5 below, inbound and outbound data traffic can be
application switched, while inter-branch voice over IP traffic can be Layer 2 Ethernet
switched.

Fig 5: Switch Personality allows Voice to be bridged
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Small Footprint Multi
Processing

The principal benefits of our multi processor approach are
• Performance
• Security
• Scalability
• Modularity
Application layer switching of Internet traffic involves deep packet inspection and complicated processing steps in software, as well as the concurrent measurement of ISP
behavior and performance. In order to scale adequately, all Aspen controllers have
been designed with a multiprocessor architecture. A dedicated Packet Forwarding and
Internet-defense processor (FWD), together with a separate Control and Internet Measurement processor (CTL) are included in all models.
This multi processor architecture has been implemented in a 1u rack-mountable platform, which has exceptionally low power-consumption of less than 15 watts. This smallfootprint 1u multi-processing platform is suitable for many harsh and environmentally
challenging environments.
This multi processor split-plane architecture makes the Aspen controller inherently
resistant to many common Internet denial-of-service attacks that have been known to
afflict other Internet equipment where a single processor handles both control and forward plane functions. Also, the FWD processor is not IP addressable and acts as a
security firewall protecting the Aspen CTL processor from inbound Internet traffic.
The CTL processor typically has a management IP address taken from non-routable
private IP address space, per RFC 1918. This management IP address is in turn attached to an isolated and secure Ethernet management port, which is typically connected inside a secure enterprise trusted LAN segment or other management LAN as
appropriate.
Last but not least, there is an important and subtle benefit of modularity with separate
control and forward processors. It becomes easy to add application-layer gateway functions, without compromising the quality and stability of the product. This enables us to
be highly responsive to our users’ evolving needs.

Aspen Microflow
Operating System
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The Aspen Microflow Operating System, or Aspen MOS ô, is based on a proprietary
ROM monitor on each of the processors – which loads the application switching tasks
on the FWD processor and various control and ISP measurement tasks on the CTL
processor. It is tightly coupled into the on-board hardware watchdog timers, with the
effect that in the event of application switching software failures the FWD processor
restarts automatically within microseconds. These FWD software restarts occur without losing any of the state information associated with every single microflow that was
being forwarded prior to restart – hence users see no disruption if and when they occur.
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Wire Mode

The Aspen controller has a software bypass feature called “wire mode” – which is
accessible via an Aspen MOS™ command. This means that all traffic to and from the
Internet continues to flow through the hardware without the software getting in the
way, so to speak. This is useful for diagnostics and fault isolation.
In addition, if the controller loses power, or resets or reboots, it always reverts temporarily to wire mode – so that end user traffic continues to flow with no disruption.

Conclusion

In this paper, we explained how Aspen 365 controllers enable enterprises to leverage 2,
3 or more redundant ISP links – the benefits being:
• High application availability
• Internet Supplier diversity
• Smart Internet traffic management yielding better performance, lower risk and
lower cost.
By being multiple-ISP-aware, the Aspen 365 controller can mitigate against Internet
DOS and DDOS attacks by moving traffic to alternate ISP links. The Aspen 365 controller was designed to seamlessly fit in complex enterprise networks without
reconfiguring existing topologies, 3rd party equipment or software. Installation is riskfree.
We accomplished this by building an application aware switch with an Ethernet switch
personality – so it installs as a transparent overlay in an existing network. Installation
is risk free and involves at most a few seconds down time, hardly noticeable. By
enabling multiple ISP links to be controlled in a risk-free manner at a single, well
understood management point, there is no more any need to roll your dice with your
Internet connectivity.
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